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QUASI-PROJECTIVITY OF THE MODULI SPACE
OF SMOOTH KÄHLER-EINSTEIN FANO MANIFOLDS

 C LI, X WANG  C XU

A. – In this paper, we prove that there is a canonical continuous Hermitian metric on
the CM line bundle over the proper moduli space M of smoothable Kähler-Einstein Fano varieties.
The Chern curvature of this Hermitian metric is the Weil-Petersson current, which exists as a closed
positive (1,1)-current on M and extends the canonical Weil-Petersson current on the moduli space
M of smooth Kähler-Einstein Fano manifolds. As a consequence, we show that the CM line bundle
is nef and big on M and its restriction on M is ample.

R. – Dans cet article, nous montrons qu’il existe une métrique hermitienne continue et
canonique sur le fibré en droites CM au-dessus de l’espace de modules M des variétés de Kähler-
Einstein régularisables. La courbure de Chern de cette métrique hermitienne est le courant de Weil-
Petersson, qui existe en tant que (1,1)-courant fermé positif sur M , et étend le courant canonique de
Weil-Petersson défini sur l’espace de modules M des variétés de Kähler-Einstein Fano régulières. Nous
montrons aussi, en guise d’application de notre résultat, que le fibré des lignes CM est nef et big sur M ,
et que sa restriction à M est ample.

1. Introduction

The study of moduli spaces of polarized varieties is a fundamental topic in algebraic
geometry. The most classical case is the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus � 2,
whose compactification is a Deligne-Mumford stack admitting a projective coarse moduli
space. People have been trying to generalize this picture to higher dimensions, leading to the
development of KSBA compactification of moduli space of canonically polarized varieties
(see [37]). In [66], Viehweg proved a deep result that the moduli space of polarized manifolds
with nef canonical line bundles is quasi-projective. Building on the fundamental work of
[35] and the development of Minimal Model Program, it is proved in [29] that the KSBA
compactification is projective.

On the other hand, there are negative results concerning the projectivity of moduli spaces.
Kollár [36] showed that the moduli space of polarized manifolds may not be quasi-projective.
In particular, he proved that any toric variety can be a moduli space of polarized uniruled
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740 C. LI, X. WANG AND C. XU

manifolds. The quasi-projectivity of moduli is still open for polarized manifolds that are not
uniruled and whose canonical line bundles are not nef.

Differential geometric methods have also played important roles in studying moduli
spaces of complex manifolds. For examples, the moduli space M g has been studied
using Teichmüller spaces equipped with Weil-Petersson metrics; the moduli spaces of
Calabi-Yau manifolds and its Weil-Petersson metrics were studied by Tian and Todorov.
Moreover, Tian’s results in [58] imply that there is a Hermitian line bundle on the moduli
space of Calabi-Yau manifolds whose curvature form is the Weil-Petersson metric. Fujiki-
Schumacher later [28] considered the more general case of moduli space of Kähler manifolds
admitting constant scalar curvature Kähler (cscK) metrics. They proved that the natural
Weil-Petersson metric is always Kähler by interpreting it as the Chern curvature of a deter-
minant line bundle equipped with a Quillen metric. To achieve this, they applied the study
of determinant line bundles and the Quillen metrics by Bismut-Gillet-Soulé [11]. As a
consequence, it was proved in [28] that any compact subvariety in the moduli space of cscK
manifolds with discrete automorphisms is projective. However, all the cases considered
above require the fibration to be smooth, which is not the case in general. In [60] Tian
studied similar determinant line bundles in a singular setting and introduced the notion of
CM (Q-)line bundle (see Definition 4.2 and Remark 4.3), which will be denoted by �CM

from now on in this paper.

It follows from Kollár’s negative result that, for uniruled manifolds extra constraints must
be imposed in order for the moduli space to be quasi-projective/projective. However, Tian’s
study of CM line bundle and Fujiki-Schumacher’s results suggest that the moduli space of
manifolds admitting canonical metrics could be quasi-projective. In this paper, we confirm
this speculation for the moduli space of Fano Kähler-Einstein (KE) manifolds, which was
first conjectured by Tian in [60].

Fano manifolds in dimension 2 are called del Pezzo surfaces. It was proved in [59] that a
smooth del Pezzo surface admits a Kähler-Einstein metric if and only if its automorphism is
reductive. Recently, based on the study of degenerations of smooth Kähler-Einstein del Pezzo
surfaces in [59], proper moduli spaces of smoothable Kähler-Einstein del Pezzo varieties
were constructed in [47]. Moreover, it was shown in [47] that these proper moduli spaces are
actually projective except possibly for the case of del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1.

The higher dimensional generalization of the results in [59] and [47] was made possible
thanks to the celebrated solutions to the Yau-Tian-Donaldson conjecture ([14], [15], [16],
[64]). The moduli space of higher dimensional smooth Kähler-Einstein Fano manifolds,
denoted by M from now on, was studied in [62], [24], [46]. More recently, a proper algebraic
compactification M of M was constructed in [41] (see also [45]). It is further believed that
M should be projective (see [47], [41], [45]). This paper is a step towards establishing this.
The main technical result of this paper is the following descent and extension result.

T 1.1. – The CM line bundle �CM descends to a Q-line bundleƒCM on the proper
moduli space M . There is a canonically defined continuous Hermitian metric hDP on ƒCM

whose curvature form is a positive current !WP on M which extends the canonical Weil-
Petersson current !ıWP on M .
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QUASI-PROJECTIVITY OF KÄHLER-EINSTEIN MODULI 741

We remark that the descending of CM line bundle has been expected once the existence of
a good moduli in the sense of [2] is verified, see e.g., [47, Section 6.2]. In this paper we will give a
detailed account of this fact based on our construction of M in [41] and Kempf’s descending
criterion (see [2, Theorem 10.3] and [26, Theorem 2.3]). The main challenge remaining is
proving its positivity.

Note that in Theorem 1.1 although we use the notion of current on singular complex
spaces defined in Definition 2.6, !ıWP is actually a smooth Kähler-metric on a dense open
set M 0 of M (see Section 4.1.1 and the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 6). So equivalently,
we can say that !WP extends the canonical smooth Kähler metric !ıWPjM 0

on M 0.
With .ƒCM; hDP/ at hand (or equivalently, Weil-Petersson current !WP with a controlled

behavior), we can apply a quasi-projective criterion as Theorem 6.1 to get the following
result.

T 1.2. – ƒCM is nef and big over M . Moreover, for the normalization morphism
n W M

n
! M which induces an isomorphism over M , the rational map ˆjn�.mƒCM/j

associated to the complete linear system jn�.mƒCM/j embeds M into PNm�1 form� 1 with
Nm D dimH 0.M

n
; n�.mƒCM//. In particular, M is quasi-projective.

In some sense, the quasi-projectivity of M in Theorem 1.2 could be seen as a consequence
of Tian’s partial C 0-estimates recently established in the fundamental works of Donaldson-
Sun [25] and Tian [63]. Actually such kind of implication was stated without proof in [60, end
of Section 8] which used the notion of CM stability (introduced in [60]). However, because
of the subtlety pointed out by Kollár [36], it is still not clear to us how to deduce the quasi-
projectivity directly using CM stability. Nevertheless, if we only look at the open locus of M

which parametrizes Kähler-Einstein Fano manifolds with finite automorphism groups, then
[20] and [46] have already shown that it is quasi-projective as we know the Fano manifolds
it parametrizes are all asymptotically Chow stable by [20]. On the other hand, if we drop
the finite automorphism assumption, there exists a Kähler-Einstein Fano manifold which is
asymptotically Chow unstable (see [48]).

Our proof of Theorem 1.1, which heavily depends on the recent development in the theory
of Kähler-Einstein metrics on Fano varieties, is also inspired by the work of Schumacher-
Tsuji [55] and Schumacher [53]. In [53], Schumacher re-proved the quasi-projectivity of M�

which is the moduli space of canonically polarized manifolds by using some compactification
of M� and the extension of Weil-Petersson metric. Our argument uses a similar approach.
First, by applying the theory of Deligne pairings, for any smooth variey S together with a
flat family of Kähler-Einstein Fano varieties X ! S containing an open dense Sı � S

such that the fibers of X jSı ! Sı are all Kähler-Einstein Fano manifolds, we can construct
a Hermitian metric hDP on the CM line bundle �CM ! S whose restriction to Sı is
the classical Weil-Petersson metric. Second, the partial-C 0 estimate established in [25, 63]
together with an extension of continuity results in [39] allow us to show that this metric is
indeed continuous whose curvature form can be extended to a positive current on S . Third,
by using the local GIT description of the canonical compactification M constructed in [41]
and the fact that M is a good moduli in the sense of [2] (see Section 5), CM line bundle
�CM together with the metric hDP can be descended to an Hermitian line bundle .ƒCM; hDP/

on M , whose curvature form is exactly the Weil-Petersson current we want. The descending
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742 C. LI, X. WANG AND C. XU

construction is partly inspired by [28, Section 11] and based on Kempf’s descent lemma
proved in [26]. Finally, to obtain the quasi-projectivity, we establish the quasi-projectivity
criterion Theorem 6.1 for normal algebraic spaces, which can be regarded as an algebro-
geometric version of the analytic criterion in [55, Section 6].

The paper is organized in the following way: In the next section, we derive some estimate
which will play the key role in proving the extension of Weil-Petersson metric. In Section 4,
assuming the existence of a universal family over a parameter space we obtain a canonical
continuous Hermitian metric on the CM line bundle with curvature form being a positive
current over the base via the formalism of Deligne pairing . In Section 5, we descend the
metrized CM line bundle to M and prove Theorem 1.1 based on a crucial uniform conver-
gence lemma established in Section 7. In Section 6.1, we finish the proof of Theorem 1.2 by
applying the quasi-projective criterion of Theorem 6.1.

A. – The first author would like to thank Robert Berman for
bringing the related question of continuity for Ding energy to his attention, and Laszlo
Lempert for discussion related to Proposition 2.5. We would like to thank Gang Tian for
useful comments on the history of CM line bundles. We would also like to thank Dan
Abramovich, Aise Johan de Jong, Mircea Mustat,ă, Julius Ross for very helpful discus-
sions and comments and the referee for clarifying suggestions. The first author is partially
supported by NSF: DMS-1405936. The second author is partially supported by a Collabora-
tion Grants for Mathematicians from Simons Foundation: 281299 and NSF:DMS-1609335.
The third author is partially supported by the grant “The National Science Fund for Distin-
guished Young Scholars (11425101)”. The authors would like to thank Samy Tindel for
translating the abstract into French.

2. Plurisubharmonic functions on complex spaces

For later reference we recall the following known facts. In this section X is a possibly
singular complex space. We will denote the open unit disk by � D fz 2 CI jzj < 1g.

D 2.1 ([34, Def. 1, Section 4.1]). – A function  .x/ on X is called plurisub-
harmonic on X if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The value of  .x/ is a real number or �1.
2.  .x/ is upper semi-continuous at any point x0 2 X : lim

x!x0
 .x/ �  .x/.

3. For any holomorphic map � W �! X , the function  ı � is subharmonic on �.

When X is smooth, the above definition recovers the ordinary definition of plurisubhar-
monic functions on smooth complex manifolds.

R 2.2. – Note that in the literature, the plurisubharmonic functions in Defini-
tion 2.1 are sometimes called weakly plurisubharmonic functions. The plurisubharmonic
functions are then defined as local restrictions of plurisubharmonic functions on CN under
local embeddings of X into CN . However, by a basic result by Fornaess-Narasimhan [27,
Theorem 5.3.1] we know that weakly plurisubharmonic functions are the same as plurisub-
harmonic functions.
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QUASI-PROJECTIVITY OF KÄHLER-EINSTEIN MODULI 743

We have the following important Riemann extension theorem for plurisubharmonic func-
tions (see also [18, Theorem 5.24]):

T 2.3 ([34, Satz 3, Section 1.7]). – Let X be a normal complex space and D be a
proper subvariety of X with codimXD � 1. Assume that  ı is a plurisubharmonic function
onX nD and that for each point x 2 D there exists a neighborhood U such that  ı is bounded
from above on U n .U \D/. Then  ı extends uniquely to a plurisubharmonic function over X .

This theorem generalizes the following result which is useful for us too:

T 2.4 (Brelot, Grauert-Remmert [34, Satz 5, Section 2.1]).
Assume  ı is a subharmonic function on � n f0g such that  is bounded from above in a

neighborhood of 0, then the following function is the unique subharmonic extension of  on�:

(1)  .z/ D

8<:  ı.z/ for z ¤ 0;

lim
z!0

 ı.z/ for z D 0:

The following proposition is formulated in such a way that it can be applied to our setting
of moduli spaces later, and we believe that it should hold under more general assumptions.
See [33, Chapter IV] for the definition of seminormal complex spaces.

P 2.5. – Let X be a seminormal complex space and D � X be a proper
subvariety such that codimXD � 1 and X n D is normal. Let  be a continuous function
on X such that  ı WD  jXnD is plurisubharmonic. Then  is plurisubharmonic on X .

Proof. – By Definition 2.1, we just need to show that for any holomorphic map
� W �! X , the composition  ı � is subharmonic. Let � W QX ! X be the normaliza-
tion and QD D ��1.D/. Then � is an isomorphism outside QD and codim QX

QD � 1. Moreover
Q WD  ı� is a continuous function on QX such that Q is plurisubharmonic on QX n QD Š X nD.

Since QX is normal, it’s easy to see that Theorem 2.3 implies that Q is plurisubharmonic on QX .
Let Q� W �! QX be a holomorphic lifting of � . Then ı� D Q ı Q� is indeed subharmonic.

As in [32, Section 3.3], it’s natural to make the following definition.

D 2.6. – A closed positive (1,1)-current ! on X is by definition a closed
positive (1,1)-current ! on X reg such that for any x 2 X , there exists an open neighbor-
hood U of x 2 X and a plurisubharmonic function  on (the complex space) U such that

!jU\Xreg D
p
�1@N@

�
 jU\Xreg

�
.

To globalize the above definitions and results, we consider a Hermitian line bundle .L; h/
over X . We fix an open covering of fU˛g of X and choose generator l˛ of OX .U˛/. Then
the Hermitian metric h is represented by a family of real valued functions f ˛g with
kl˛k

2
h
D e� ˛ . We say that h is continuous if  ˛ is continuous for every ˛. We say h is

smooth if  ˛ D ‰˛jU˛
for some local embedding U˛ ! U˛ � CN and a smooth func-

tion‰˛ on U˛. We say that .L; h/ has a positive curvature current if‰˛ is plurisubharmonic
on U˛ for every ˛. In this case, we define the Chern curvature current of .L; h/ by

c1.L; h/ WD

p
�1

2�
@N@ ˛jXreg :

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



744 C. LI, X. WANG AND C. XU

It is easy to verify this is a well-defined positive current in the sense of Definition 2.6.

3. Consequence of partial C 0-estimate

Let � W X ! S be a family of smoothable K-polystable Fano variety over a complex
space S . The consideration here is local in S and so we will assume S is an affine variety
in this section. For any t 2 S , denote by X t D ��1ftg the fiber above t and by KX t

its canonical Q-line bundle. Let .!t ; ht / WD .!KE.t/; hKE.t// be a Kähler-Einstein metrics
on .X t ; K

�1
X t
/. Notice that, over t 2 Sı we could assume that !t varies smoothly with

respect to t by using the slice theorem as shown in [22, 57]. But in fact our following argument
will depend only on the Gromov-Hausdorff continuity of .X t ; !t /, and the continuous slice
of Kähler-Einstein metrics and associated embeddings constructed in [41] can be applied.
For any integer m > 0, we choose fesigNmiD1 to be a fixed basis of the locally free OS -module
��OX .�mKX /, and denoteesi .t/ Desi jX t . By [25] and [63] (see also [41, Lemma 8.3]), there

exists m0 D m0.n/ > 0, such that for any m � m0, we can embede�t W X t ,! PNm�1

using fesi .t/g such that ��tHi D esi where Hi ’s are coordinate hyperplane sections of PNm�1.

We will fix this identification of P
�
H 0.X t ; K

�m
X t
/�
�

and PNm�1 from now on. We denote the

pull back of the Fubini-Study metric by:

(2) e!t WD 1

m
e��t !FS D

1

m

p
�1

2�
@N@ log

NmX
iD1

jesi .t/j2:
Here the right hand side means that if we choose e 2 O.K�m

X=S
/ to be any local generator and

denote et D ejX t
, then the following is well defined:

1

m

p
�1

2�
@N@ log

NmX
iD1

jesi .t/j2 D � 1
m

p
�1

2�
@N@ log

jet j
2P

jesi .t/j2 :
We now recall the definition of Bergman kernels and Bergman metrics of .X t ; !t /. The

metrics .!t ; ht / induce an L2-inner product on H 0.X t ; K
�m
X t
/ as follows:

hs; s0iL2 D

Z
X t

hs; s0i
h
˝m
t
!nt :

We choose an orthonormal basis fsi .t/g of .H 0.X t ; K
�m
X t
/; h�; �iL2/ and define the m-th

Bergman kernel as follows:

(3) �m.t/ WD �
.m/
KE .x; t/ D

NmX
iD1

jsi .t/j
2

h
˝m
t

:

It is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis. For the basis fesigNmiD1 we fixed at
the beginning, let Aij .t/ WD hesi .t/;esj .t/iL2 . Then fsi .t/g WD A�1=2fesi .t/g is an orthonormal
basis. Now we write

�t WD A.t/
�1=2
ıe�t
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QUASI-PROJECTIVITY OF KÄHLER-EINSTEIN MODULI 745

withe�t W X t ,! PNm�1 being the embedding given by fesi .t/g. Define the Bergman metric L!t
as the following:

(4) L!t WD
1

m
��t !FS D

1

m

p
�1

2�
@N@ log

NmX
iD1

jsi .t/j
2
D �

1

m

p
�1

2�
@N@ log

jet j
2P

jsi .t/j2
:

Then by (3) and (4), we see that !t and L!t are related to each other via:

L!t D
1

m

p
�1

2�
@N@ log �m.t/ �

p
�1

2�
@N@ log jej

2

ht
D !t C

p
�1

2�
@N@

�
1

m
log �m.t/

�
:

In particular, the Kähler-Einstein metrics !t satisfies the following complex Monge-Ampère
equation on X t :

(5) !nt D V
�
1=m
m �X tR

X t
�
1=m
m �X t

WD e�u�X t ;

where the volume form �X t and the potential u in (5) are given by:

�X t D

 
NmX
iD1

jsi .t/j
2

!�1=m
; u D � log

 
�
1=m
mR

X t
�
1=m
m �X t

!
� log V:

The right-hand-side of (5) has that form because we have that
R

X t
!nt D V WD .c1.x//

n is a
fixed constant. For the purpose of later estimates, we rewrite the right hand side of (5) into
a form using the data from the original (holomorphic) data fesig: e�u�X t D e�eue�X t , such
that

(6) !nt D e
�eue�X t ;

where we have denoted:

e�X t D

 
NmX
iD1

jesi .t/j2!�1=m ; eu D u � log
�X te�X t

D � log

0@ �
1=m
m

�X te�X tR
X t
�
1=m
m

�X te�X t

e�X t

1A � log V:

Now denote by e� D fe�X t g (resp. � D f�X t g) the family of volume forms on X t . Thene� (resp. �) defines a Hermitian metric on the relative anti-canonical line bundle KX=S . We
denote its Chern curvature on the total space X by:

(7) �

p
�1

2�
@N@ loge� D e!  

resp. �

p
�1

2�
@N@ log� D L!

!
:

Then clearly we have: e!jX t D e!t (resp. L!jX t
D L!t ).

By the uniform convergence of Kähler-Einstein potential functions under Gromov-
Hausdorff convergence (see [25, 63]), we know that for a fixed t 2 S , the function u andeu
are continuous on X t . The main result in this section is the following proposition.

P 3.1. – We have that u andeu are continuous and uniformly bounded on X .

Proof. – By using Moser iteration, we know that log �m is uniformly bounded from
above by [59, (5.2)]. Tian’s partial C 0-estimate states that log �m is uniformly bounded
from below. The partial C 0-estimate is now known to be true by the fundamental works
of [25] and [63]. Moreover, by their proofs, we know that if .X ti ; !ti / Gromov-Hausdorff
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746 C. LI, X. WANG AND C. XU

converges to .X0; !0/, then in the ambient space PNm�1, we have �ti .X ti / ! �0.X0/ and
�m ı �ti ! �m ı �0 uniformly. Now in [41] (see Lemma 2.2), we proved that .X0; !0/ is indeed
the unique Gromov-Hausdorff limit as t ! 0 independent of the chosen sequence ftig.

For any .x; t/ 2 X t � X , denote f .x; t/ D log
�X te�X t

.

We now argue that f .t/ WD f .x; t/ is continuous. Indeed, note that

f .t/ D
1

m
log

P
i jesi ıe�t j2P
i jsi ı �t j

2
D
1

m
log

P
i jesi .t/j2P

i;j jA.t/
�1=2
ij esj .t/j2 :

So we just need to show that t 7! A.t/�1=2 is a continuous map from the base S to GLC.Nm;C/.
By [25] and [63] we can assume that A.t/�1=2fesi .t/g D fsi .t/g ! fsi .0/g D A.0/�1=2fesi .0/g
if .X ti ; !ti /! .X0; !0/ in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology. So A.ti /�1=2 ! A.0/�1=2 for
such a sequence ftig. Again by Lemma 3.3 (see also [41]), this holds for any sequence ti ! 0.

So we have proved the continuity of the function:

F.t/ WD F.x; t/ D
1

m
log �m C log

�X te�X t

;

which enters into the expression ofeu.t/:
eu.t/ D � log

 
eF.t/R

X t
eF.t/e�X t

!
� log V:

The continuity ofeu.t/will then follow by similar arguments as in the proof of [39, Lemma 1]
except that we need to use a more general convergence Lemma 7.1 in the Appendix, which
may have independent interest. Indeed, as in [39, (28)] we can estimate:ˇ̌̌̌Z

X t

eF.t/e�X t �

Z
X0

eF.0/e�X0

ˇ̌̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌̌Z
X tnW.ı/

eF.t/e�X t �

Z
X0nW.ı/

eF.0/e�X0

ˇ̌̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌̌Z
X t\W.ı/

eF.t/e�X t �

Z
X0\W.ı/

eF.0/e�X0

ˇ̌̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌̌Z
X tnW.ı/

eF.t/e�X t �

Z
X0nW.ı/

eF.0/e�X0

ˇ̌̌̌
C ekF.t/kL1

�Z
X t\W.ı/

e�X t C

Z
X0\W.ı/

e�X0

�
:

(8)

Here W.ı/ denotes a small neighborhood of X sing in the analytic topology such that
limı!0 W.ı/ D X sing in Hausdorff topology of subsets of PNm�1 � S . By the continuity
of F.x; t/ and eu.x; t/ away from X sing, the first term on the right hand side of (8) can
be arbitrarily small if t is sufficiently close to 0 for a fixed ı > 0. On the other hand, by
Lemma 7.1, we have

(9) lim
t!0

Z
X t\W.ı/

e�X t D

Z
X0\W.ı/

e�X0 :

Now by choosing ı sufficiently small, we can make the right hand side of (9) sufficiently small,
and hence the left hand side of (9) can also be made sufficiently small as long as t is sufficiently
close to 0. Combining the above estimates, we indeed see thateu.t/ is continuous as t ! 0.
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R 3.2. – Constrast to the canonically polarized case studied in [53], in which
the Aubin-Yau’s C 0-estimate fails to be uniform near the boundary and hence there is no
uniform lower bound for the Kähler potential of Weil-Petersson metric (see [53, 9]), in our
case we will see that, as a consequence of Proposition 3.1, there are two sided bounds for the
potential of the Weil-Petersson metric for the Fano case.

For the reader’s convenience, we record the following uniqueness result from [41] and
sketch its proof. When the automorphism groups are discrete, this is also proved in [56] using
a different method.

L 3.3 ([41]). – In Gromov-Hausdorff topology X t ! X0, equivalently X ti ! X0

for any sequence ti ! 0.

Proof. – Assume X ti ! X0 and X t 0
i
! X 00 such that X0 ¤ X 00. Without loss of

generality, we can assume jti j < jt 0i j where j � j is any continuous distance function to 0 2 S .
Then by the Intermediate Value Type result in [41, Lemma 6.9.(2)], there exists t 00i such that
jti j < jt

00
i j < jt

0
i j such that .X t 00

i
; !t 00

i
/ converges in Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a Kähler-

Einstein Fano variety .Y; !Y / as t 00i ! 0, which satisfies:

Hilb.X t 00
i
; !t 00

i
/! Hilb.Y; !Y / 2

h
OHilb.X0;!0/

[�
GL.Nm/ � .U \O/

�i
nOHilb.X0;!0/;

where Hilb.X t ; !t / denotes the Hilbert point of �t .X t / as a subvariety of PNm�1, and

OHilb.X0;!0/ D GL.Nm;C/ �Hilb.X0; !0/; O D lim
t!0

OHilb.X t ;!t /;

and U is an open set of Hilb.X0; !0/ constructed in [41, Lemma 3.1] using local Luna slice
theorem. If Y 2 GL.Nm;C/ �

�
U \O

�
then by [41, Lemma 3.1] there exists a special test

configuration of Y to X0. This contradicts to Y being K-polystable (see [7]). So we must
have Y 2 OHilb.X0;!0/ nOHilb.X0;!0/. However, this implies again that there is a special test
configuration of X0 to Y by [23], which contradicts the fact that X0 is K-polystable.

4. Canonical metric on the CM line bundles

In this section, we assume that � W X ! S is a family of Kähler-Einstein Fano varieties
over a smooth complex manifold (see Remark 4.16) S such that the generic fiber is smooth.
For each t 2 S , denote by !t the Kähler-Einstein metrics on X t D ��1.t/. Let A � S
be the analytic set parametrizing singular Q-Fano varieties (which are smoothable and
K-polystable). Denote Sı D S nA and X ı D ��1.Sı/. By [22, Section 5.3] and [57], we can
assume !t varies smoothly on X ı.

4.1. Preliminaries

4.1.1. Weil-Petersson metric and CM line bundle on the smooth locus. – We know that on
the open sub-space Sı D S n A there is a well defined Weil-Petersson metric !ıWP. Let’s
briefly recall its definition and refer to [28] for detailed discussions. Fix any t 2 Sı. We denote
by T X t the holomorphic tangent sheaf/bundle of X t and by �t W TtS ! H 1.X t ; T X t /

the Kodaira-Spencer map associated to the family X ı ! Sı.
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We denote by A0;k.X; T X t /.k � 0/ the space of smooth T X t -valued .0; k/-forms
on X t . Then the Kähler-Einstein metric !t induces L2 inner products:

.�1; �2/L2t
D

Z
X t

h�1; �2i!t!
n
t ; for any �1; �2 2 A0;k.X t ; T X t /

where h�; �i!t is the induced inner product on T X t ˝ T
�.0;k/ X t . Then we can define the

L2t -adjoint N@� of the operator N@ W A0;1.X; T X t /! A0;2.X; T X t / and then the Laplacian
operator �t D N@� N@ C N@N@� on A0;1.X t ; T X t /. For each Œ� � 2 H 1.X t ; T X t / we denote
by �H the unique harmonic representative of Œ� �. For any v; v0 2 TtSı, we then define the
Weil-Petersson metric by the following formula:

!ıWP.v; v
0/ D .�t .v/H; �t .v

0/H/L2t
:

We say that a tangent direction v 2 TtS is effective if�t .v/ ¤ 0. Then by its definition,!WP is
a semipositive smooth form (possibly degenerate metric) over Sı and is positive definite
along directions of effective infinitesimal deformations. We have the following formula (see
also Section 6.2):

T 4.1 ([28, Theorem 7.9]). – The metric !ıWP has the following representation
using the fiber integral:

(10) !ıWP D �

Z
Xı=Sı

!nC1
Xı

:

Here we have denoted

(11) !Xı D �

p
�1

2�
@N@ logf!nt g

where the family of volume forms f!nt g is regarded as an Hermitian metric on �KXı=Sı .

As mentioned in the introduction, there is a determinant line bundle equipped with a
Hermitian metric whose curvature is equal to the Weil-Petersson metric.

D 4.2 ([60]). – Let � W X ! S be a flat family of Q-Fano varieties such that
mKX=S is Cartier for some integerm. We define the CM Q-line bundle �CM D �CM.S/ on S
as the determinant line bundle associated to the push-forward of a virtual Q-line bundle (in
the sense of Grothendieck):

(12)
1

2nC1mnC1
det

h
�Š

�
�.K�mX=S �K

m
X=S /

nC1
�i
:

R 4.3. – In the following if it’s clear from the context we will just write line bundle
instead of Q-line bundle for convenience. Equivalently, we can define the CM-line bundle
using Knudsen-Mumford expansion (see [50], [49]):

det
�
��

�
K�mrX=S

��
D ��CM

.mr/nC1

.nC 1/Š
CO.rn/:
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By Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem, the first Chern class of �CM.S/ is given by the
formula:

c1.�CM/ D
1

2nC1mnC1
��

h
Ch

�
�.K�mX=S �K

m
X=S /

nC1
�
Td.X=S/

i
.2/

D ��

�
�c1.K

�1
X=S /

nC1
�
:(13)

By applying the fundamental works of Bismut-Gillet-Soulé in [11], Fujiki-Schumacher
showed that the above identity also holds at the curvature level, at least for the family overSı:

T 4.4 ([11, Theorem 0.1], [28, Section 10]). – There is a Quillen metric hıQM
on �CMjSı

such that

�

p
�1

2�
@N@ log hıQM D !

ı
WP:

It’s natural to expect that hıQM in Theorem 4.4 extends to hQM on �CM over S . For this
purpose, one needs to study the behavior of the Quillen metric nearA D S nSı which a priori
is difficult (see e.g., [67]). In [17] Deligne proposed a program to calculate the Quillen metric
(or equivalently the analytic torsion) for general determinant line bundle of cohomology. The
(metrized) Deligne pairing in the next sub-section is an example of his approach.

4.1.2. Deligne pairing with Hermitian metrics. – Let’s first recall the definition of Deligne
pairings following [17, 68]. Let � W X ! S be a flat and projective morphism of integral
schemes of pure relative dimension n. For any .n C 1/-tuples of line bundles f L0; : : : ; Lng

on X , Deligne [17] defined a line bundle on S , which is denoted by h L0; : : : ; Lni or
h L0; : : : ; Lni.X=S/. If S is just one point and X D X , then h L0; : : : ; Lni is a one-
dimensional complex vector space generated by the symbol hl0; : : : ; lni (also denote
as hl0; : : : ; lni.X/) where li are meromorphic sections whose divisors have empty inter-
sections, with the following relations satisfied. For some 0 � i � N and a meromorphic
function f on X , if the intersection

T
j¤i div.lj / D

P
˛ n˛P˛ is a 0-cycle and has empty

intersection with div.f /, then

hl0; : : : ; f li ; : : : ; : : : ; lni D
Y
˛

f .P˛/
n˛ � hl0; : : : ; lni:

Now assume each L i has a smooth Hermitian metric hi . Then one can define a metric
on h L0; : : : ; Lni as follows. For each 0 � i � n, let c01. L i / D

1

2�
p
�1
@N@ log hi denote the

Chern curvature of . L i ; hi /. Then we define inductively (see [17, 8.3.2]):

(14) log khl0; : : : ; lni.X/k2 D log khl0; : : : ; ln�1i.div ln/k2 C
Z
X

log klnk2
n�1̂

iD0

c01. Lj /:

The above construction can then be generalized to the case of a flat family. In that case,
the local generator of h L0; : : : ; Lni.X=S/ over any Zariski open set U of S are symbols
of the form hl0; : : : ; lni where l 0is are meromorphic sections of L i over ��1.U / such that
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Tn
iD0 div.li / D ;. (14) becomes the following induction formula for metrized Deligne pairing

([68, (1.2.1)]):
(15)

h L0; : : : ; Lni.X=S/ D h L0; : : : ; Ln�1i.div.ln/=S/˝ O

 
�

Z
X=S

log klnk2
n�1̂

iD0

c01. L i /

!
;

where we assume each component of div.ln/ is flat over S (which can be achieved by
choosing li to be general sections), and O.�/ denotes the trivial line bundle over S with
metric k1k2 D exp.��/. We will need the following regularity result.

T 4.5 ([68], [43]). – Suppose hi are smooth metrics on L i .1 � i � nC 1/. Then
Deligne’s metric is continuous on h L1; : : : ; LnC1i.

Deligne’s metric is important for us because its curvature is given by the appropriate fiber
integral.

T 4.6 ([17, Proposition 8.5]). – The following curvature formula holds for
Deligne’s metric:

(16) c01
�
h L0; : : : ; Lni

�
D

Z
X=S

c01. L0/ ^ � � � ^ c
0
1. Ln/:

R 4.7. – Notice that the right-hand-side is well defined. See for example [65,
Section 3.4]. The regularity result in Theorem 4.5 is also related to the results in [65]. See
Proposition 3.4.1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 in [65].

Using the inductive formula in (15), we immediately get:

h L0; : : : ; Ln ˝ O.�/i D h L0; : : : ; Lni ˝ O

 Z
X=S

�

n�1̂

iD0

c01. L i /

!
:

Since the Deligne pairing is symmetric, we get the following change of metric formula (see
[51, (2.8)], [61]):

h L0 ˝ O.�0/; : : : ; Ln ˝ O.�k/i

D h L0; : : : ; Lni ˝ O

0@Z
X=S

nX
jD0

�j
^
k<j

c01. Lk ˝ O.�k//
^
l>j

c01. L l /

1A :
In particular, if L i D L and �i D � are the same, then we have:

(17)
�

L ˝ O.�/
�hnC1i

D L
hnC1i

˝ O

0@ nX
jD0

Z
X=S

� c01. L ˝ O.�//n�j ^ c01. L /j

1A :
Here we have denoted:

L
hnC1i

D h

.nC1/ times‚ …„ ƒ
L ; : : : ; L i:

More generally if L is a Q-line bundle and m L is a genuine line bundle for m > 0 2 Z, we
will denote by L

hnC1i the following Q-line bundle:

(18) L
hnC1i

WD

�
.m L /hnC1i

� 1

mnC1

:
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We need the following simple but useful lemma.

L 4.8. – For any base change g W S 0 ! S , denote the pull-back family by
.g�X ; g� L / WD .X ; L / �g;S S

0 where g� L is endowed with the pull-back metric. Then we

have an isometric isomorphism:
�
g� L

�hnC1i
Š g�

�
L
hnC1i

�
. In particular, if the group G acts

equivariantly on .X=S; L /, then for all � 2 G, we have an isometry: �� L
hnC1i

Š .�� L /hnC1i:

Proof. – This follows from the above functorial construction of metrized Deligne pair-
ings (see [17, 8]). For any Zariski open set U � S , let li ; i D 0; : : : ; n be meromorphic
sections of L over ��1.U / satisfying

Tn
iD0 div.li / D ; so that hl0; : : : ; lni is a local gener-

ator of L
hnC1i over U . Then g�li are meromorphic sections of g� L over � 0�1.g�1.U //

where � 0 W g�X D X �g;S S
0 ! S 0 is the induced projection. Then g�hl0; : : : ; lni WD

hg�l0; : : : ; g
�lni is a local generator of .g� L /hnC1i over g�1.U /. Furthermore, the Deligne

metrics on L
hnC1i and .g� L /hnC1i are compatible under g� by using the inductive

formula (14).

R 4.9. – One could also get the statement in the above lemma by using the func-
toriality of the constructions of determinant line bundles and Quillen metrics, at least in the
case that X ! S is a smooth fibration.

4.2. Canonical continuous hermitian metric on the Deligne pairing

We can apply the Deligne pairing to study the CM line bundle, because it’s known that:

T 4.10 ([17, 50, 49, 7]). – Using the definition in (18), we have the identity:

�CM D �

�
K�1X=S

�hnC1i
:

Notice that by (13) and (16) the curvatures on both sides are the same. In this section, we
will use the formalism of Deligne pairings to prove the following result, which is motivated
by [53, Theorem 4].

T 4.11. – There exists a continuous metric hDP on �CM over S such that

1. !WP WD �

p
�1
2�

@N@ log hDP is a positive current.
2. !WPjSı

D !ıWP:

Proof of Theorem 4.11. – Recall that e� D fe�X t g defines a smooth metric on K�1
X=S

which is nothing but the pull back of the Fubini-Study metric by a holomorphic family of
embeddings (see Section 3).

By Theorem 4.5, the associated metric ehDP on �CM D �

�
K�1

X=S

�hnC1i
is continuous.

From now on we choose an open covering fU˛g of S and generators l˛ of OS .�CM/.U˛/,
such that

kl˛k
2ehDP
D e�

e‰˛ ;
where e‰˛ is a continuous function on U˛. Moreover, by curvature formula in (16) we have:

(19)

p
�1

2�
@N@e‰˛ D � Z

X=S

e!nC1 DW e!S :
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Notice that e!S is however not known to be a positive Kähler form. Next we bring in the
Kähler-Einstein metrics f!tg. By (6) we have:

(20) !nt D e
�eue�X t :

f!nt g (resp.e�) defines a continuous (resp. smooth) metric onK�1
X=S

. So by the change of metric
formula in (17), we define:

(21) hDP D
ehDP � e

�U

where

(22) U D �

nX
jD1

Z
X=S

eu e!jt ^ !n�jt :

Over each fiber X t , e!t is a smooth Kähler metric (pull back of Fubini-Study) and
!t D e!t C p

�1
2�

@N@eu is positive current with continuous potentials. So by pluripotential
theory U is a well defined function on S . Moreover, by Lemma 3.1, we know thateu is contin-
uous and uniformly bounded on X . Then we can show that U in (22) is continuous and
uniformly bounded by the following Lemma 4.13 (see [39, 56]). So we conclude that hDP is
a continuous Hermitian metric on �CM.

Next we look at these data at the curvature level. By taking the curvature on both sides of
(20), we have:

(23) !X D

p
�1

2�
@N@ logf!nt g D e! C p�1

2�
@N@eu:

From (23) we see that on X ı the following identity holds:

!nC1
Xı
D e!nC1 C p�1

2�
@N@

0@eu nX
jD0

e!j ^  e! C p�1
2�

@N@eu!n�j1A :
Since over X ı both !Xı and e! are smooth (1,1)-forms andeu is a smooth function, we can
do fiber integrals to get:

(24) �

Z
Xı=Sı

!nC1
Xı
D �

Z
Xı=Sı

e!nC1 C p�1
2�

@N@U;

where U was defined in (22). By (10) and (19), we see that the above identity is equivalent to:

!ıWP D �

p
�1

2�
@N@ logehDP C

p
�1

2�
@N@U D �

p
�1

2�
@N@ log hDPjSı

:

Note that !ıWP is a positive form over Sı. Now the conclusion of the theorem follows from
Lemma 4.14.

R 4.12. – One may like to try to extend !ıWP to S by defining

(25) !WP D �

Z
X=S

!nC1X :

The problem is that we need to verify that this !WP in (25) is well-defined. There are several
technical difficulties. For one thing, !X can not be a positive current because we expect
!WP to be positive. So this would prevent us to define the “Monge-Ampère measure” !nC1X .
Even if we could define this wedge product, we still need to make sense of the fiber integral,
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for which the work in [65] may be helpful. To get around these difficulties, we proved the above
result by combining the continuity and the uniqueness of plurisubharmonic extension.

L 4.13. – The function U is continuous and uniformly bounded on S .

Proof. – The argument to prove this was known by [39] (see also [7] and [56]). For the
reader’s convenience, we briefly sketch the proof and refer to [39] and [56] for more details.
We can estimate in the way similar to (8),ˇ̌̌̌Z

X t

eue!jt ^ !n�jt �

Z
X0

eue!j0 ^ !n�j0

ˇ̌̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌̌Z
X tnW.ı/

eue!jt ^ !n�jt �

Z
X0nW.ı/

eue!j0 ^ !n�j0

ˇ̌̌̌
CkeukL1 �Z

X t\W.ı/

e!jt ^ !n�jt C

Z
X0\W.ı/

e!j0 ^ !n�j0

�
:

As in (8), W.ı/ is a sufficiently small neighborhood of X sing. keukL1 is finite because of
Proposition 3.1.

Now to estimate the first term, we can choose a partition of unity fV˛; �˛g of X n W.ı/

such that � W V˛ ! S is a local fibration. Note that both e!t and !t D e!t C p�12�
@N@eujX t

are positive currents with continuous potentials, andeu is continuous by Lemma 3.1. So by
convergence of Monge-Ampère measures (see [18, Corollary 3.6, Chapter 3]), we can show
that

(26) lim
t!0

Z
V˛\X t

�˛eu e!jt ^ !n�jt D

Z
V˛\X0

�˛eu e!j0 ^ !n�j0 :

By patching together the convergence (26) on all V˛, we see that the first term approaches 0
as t ! 0 for any fixed ı. Note that when we write t ! 0, we mean the limit holds for any
sequence ti ! 0. Because X sing is a pluripolar set, it’s immediate that for any � > 0, there
exists 0 < ı � 1 such that

(27)
Z

X0\W.ı/

e!j0 ^ !n�j0 � �:

Lastly, to estimate the first term in the bracket, we can use the following trick (see [56] and
[39]):

(28)
Z

X t\W.ı/

D

�Z
X t

�

Z
X tnW.ı/

�
:

Now
R

X t
e!jt ^ !n�jt D K�nX t

D K�nX0
D
R

X0
e!j0 ^ !n�j0 is a constant independent of t and

(29) lim
t!0

Z
X tnW.ı/

e!jt ^ !n�jt D

Z
X0nW.ı/

e!j0 ^ !n�j0

using the similar reasoning in (26). Then by combining (26)-(29), we show that the first term
in the bracket can indeed be made arbitrarily small as long as t and ı are sufficiently small.
So we are done.

L 4.14. – Let S be a smooth complex manifold, and .L; h/! S be a line bundle with
a continuous Hermitian metric h. Let A � S be a proper subvariety. Denote by c1.L; h/ the
curvature current of h. If c1.L; h/ı WD c1.L; h/jSı is a positive current over Sı D S n A, then
c1.L; h/ is a positive current over the whole S .
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Proof. – Choose a covering fU˛g of S . The metric h is locally represented by a posi-
tive function exp.�‰˛/ over U˛. From the assumption, we know that ‰˛ is continuous
(in particular locally uniformly bounded) on U˛ and plurisubharmonic on U˛ n S . By
Theorem 2.3 (see also [18, Theorem 5.23, 5.24, Chapter 1]) we know that ‰ı˛ WD ‰˛jU˛nA
extends uniquely across A to become a plurisubharmonic function on U˛. Because ‰˛ is
continuous, this extension must coincide with ‰˛ itself, as can be seen by restricting to any
analytic curve and using the expression (1) in Theorem 2.4. So we see that ‰˛ is plurisub-
harmonic on U˛. Using the Definition 2.6 in Section 2, we immediately transform this into
the statement of the lemma.

P 4.15. – CM -line bundle �CM is nef over S . Moreover, if S is proper such
that X ı ! Sı is a generically effective family, then

R
S
c1.ƒCM/

dimS > 0.

Proof. – We have �CM � C D
R
C
!WP � 0 for any curve C � S . Because !WP has

continuous bounded potentials, by [4] the Monge-Ampère measure and hence the integral
is well defined. The last statement is true because !WPjSı

D !ıWP is positive definite along
effective directions.

We conclude this section with the following remark.

R 4.16. – The results in this section still hold true when we just assume S is a
normal complex space. To see this, we choose a resolution of singularities f W eS ! S and
consider the induced family of K-polystable Fano varieties eX WD X �S eS . Then we can
carry out the above constructions for the new family eX ! eS . Because CM line bundle is
functorial, we have f ��CM.S/ D �CM.eS/. For the data of positively curved metrics, because
the fiber of f is connected by Zariski’s main theorem, it’s easy to see that the data obtained
over eS naturally descends to S .

5. Descending CM line bundle and Deligne metrics to the Moduli space

In this section, we will construct the descendent of CM line bundle on M , the proper
moduli space constructed in [41]. Following [41, Section 8], let us introduce the following
parameter space with one minor difference, that is, we will work with Hilbert schemes instead
of Chow variety.

D 5.1. – We have

(30) Z WD

�
Hilb.Y / j Y � PNm�1 is a smooth Fano manifold with

dimH 0.K˝tY / D �.t/;8t � 1 and OPNm�1.1/jYŠK�˝m
Y

:

�
� Hilb.PNm�1; �/ :

By [41, Lemma 8.3] all smoothable K-semistable Q-Fano varieties with a fixed dimen-
sion form a bounded family. This bounded family includes the Gromov-Hausdorff limits
of Kähler-Einstein Fano manifolds of a fixed dimension. This essentially follows from
Donaldson-Sun’s work in [25] (compare the boundedness of smooth Fano manifolds
with fixed dimension by [38]). As a consequence, by re-embedding in a bigger projective
space, we may choose m � 1 such that �.m/ D Nm and the closure of Z includes all
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such Q-Fano varieties. Now following [41, Section 8], letZ � Hilb.PNm�1; �/ be the closure
of Z inside Hilb.PNm�1; �/, Zkss (resp. Zkps � Zkss ) be the open (resp. constructible)
subset of Z parametrizing the K-semistable (resp. K-polystable) Q-Fano subvarieties,
and .Zkps/ı. resp. .Zkss/ı/ � Zkps be the subset parametrizing smooth K-polystable
Fano manifolds. Let Z� denote the seminormalization of Zkss

red, the reduction of Zkss and
.Zkps/� D Zkps �Zkss Z� denote the pull back of Zkps. Here let us explain the reason why
we take the semi-normalization for the reader’s convenience: A priori, the good quotient
moduli space of Zkss=SL.Nm C 1/ may have a different scheme structure when we vary m.
However, since it pointwisely parametrizes K-polystable smoothable Q-Fano varieties, its
seminormalization, which is the same asZ�=SL.NmC 1/, does not depend onm. Neverthe-
less, if we are able to construct a moduli space which corepresents the functor of families of
all K-semistable Q-Fano varieties (not just those smoothable ones), then its scheme structure
is uniquely determined, and the good moduli quotient space M of Z�=SL.Nm C 1/ we
consider above will be identical to the seminormalization of the reduced closure of those
components whose generic fiber parametrizes smooth objects.

Let X ! Z be the universal family over Z and by abusing of notation we will still
let X ! Z� denote the pull back. Now for each z 2 Zkps, the corresponding X z is equipped
with a weak Kähler-Einstein metric !z . Its volume form !nz D e�eue� defines a continuous
Hermitian metric on K�1Xz

, hence a Hermitian metric hDP.z/ on �CMjz
by (21). Now our

main result of this section is the following equivalent version of Theorem 1.1.

T 5.2. – Let M be the proper good moduli space (cf. [41, Theorem 1.3]) for the
quotient stack ŒZ�=SL.N C 1/�. Then there is a k D k.r; �/ such that the bundle �˝kCM ! Zkss

descends to a Q-line bundle ƒCM on M with a well defined continuous metric hDP, whose
curvature is a positive current.

Before we descend �CM ! Z� to M , let us recall the theory developed [2] and [3].

D 5.3. – Let Z be an algebraic stack of finite type over C, and let z 2 Z .C/ be
a closed point with reductive stabilizer Gz . We say fz W Vz ! Z is a local quotient
presentation around z if

1. Vz D ŒSpecA=Gz �, with A being a finite type C-algebra.
2. fz is étale and affine.
3. There exists a point v 2 Vz such that fz.v/ D z and fz induces isomorphism
Gv Š Gz .

We say Z admits a local quotient presentation if there exists a local quotient presentation
around every closed point z 2 Z .

Then we have the following

T 5.4 (Theorem 10.3 in [2] and Theorem 4.1 in [3]). – Let Z be an algebraic
stack of finite type over C,

1. For every closed point z 2 Z , there is a local quotient presentationfz W Vz ! Z around z
such that
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a) fz is stabilizer preserving at closed points of Vz , i.e., for any v 2 Vz.C/,
Aut Vz.C/.v/! Aut Z.C/.f .v// is an isomorphism;

b) fz sends closed points to closed points.
2. For any C-point z 2 Z , the closed substack fzg admits a good moduli space.

Then Z admits a good moduli spaceM . Furthermore, if Z admits a line bundle L such that for
any closed point z 2 Z .C/, the stabilizer Gz acts on L jz trivially, then L descends to a line
bundle L on M .

R 5.5. – The general local condition for descending the line bundle to a good
quotient, e.g., (2) in Theorem 5.4, already appeared in [26, Theorem 2.3]. See also [28,
Lemma 11.7] and the discussion in [47, Section 6.2]. In our case of Kähler-Einstein smooth-
able Q-Fano varieties, this was established in [41, Section 8].

To apply the theorem above, we first verify that some multiple of the line bundle �˝kCM

can be descent to M . For the reader’s convenience, let us briefly recall how we show M

as the good moduli space of ŒZ�=SL.Nm/�. More precisely, in [41, Section 8], we give a
local GIT description which provides the local quotient presentation needed in the first part
of Theorem 5.4: Fix any closed point z 2 Zkps parametrizing a K-polystable smoothable
Q-Fano variety. If we let Hilb.PNm�1; �/ � PK be the Plücker embedding, then for any fixed
representative z 2 Oz there is an Aut.X z/-invariant linear subspace z 2 PW � PK and an
Aut.X z/-invariant open neighborhood z 2 U z � PW \Zkss such that

ŒU z ==Aut.X z/�! ŒZ�=SL.Nm/�

where Aut.X z/ is the stabilizer of z, gives the local quotient presentation of the quotient
stack ŒZ�=SL.Nm/�. Passing to the quotient moduli space, the GIT quotient

U z ==Aut.X z/! M

gives rise to a local étale chart Œz� 2 VŒz� � M around Œz�. By abusing the notation, we will
still let U z to denote U z �Zkss

red
Z�. Knowing U z == Aut.X z/ ! M being a good moduli

space, in order to descend �˝kCM, it suffices to show the stabilizer Aut.X z/ of any closed point
z 2 Z�.C/ acts trivially on �˝kCMjz (see [2, Theorem 10.3]). By the Futaki invariant vanishes,
we know the Lie algebra autz acts trivially on �CMjz

. Indeed, it is now well known that the
Futaki invariant ([30], [31], [19]) is the same as the action of autz on�CMjz

(see [60], [21], [49]).
In order to trivialize the action of Aut.X z/, let us introduce kz WD jAut.X z/=Aut.X z/0j.
Then Aut.X z/ acts trivially on �˝kzCM jz

.

L 5.6. – kz is uniformly bounded for z 2 Z�, that is kz < k D k.m; �/ with m;�
being fixed in (30).

Proof. – Let us consider the universal family X ! Z�, which is a bounded family. Then
AutZ� X WD IsomZ�.X ; X / is a group scheme over Z�. In particular, this implies that
number of component over each Zariski open set of Z� is uniformly bounded.
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As a consequence, the action of Aut.X z/ on �˝kCM is trivial for all closed point z 2 Z.C/.
This together implies all the assumptions of Theorem 5.4 are met, and hence �˝kCM descends
to a line bundle ƒ˝kCM over M as we desired, where we consider ƒCM as a Q-line bundle.

With ƒCM in hand, we may proceed the proof of the main result of this section.

Proof of Theorem 5.2 (=Theorem 1.1). – To finish the proof, we need to descend
hDP to a metric on ƒCM. To do that, let us fix Œz� 2 M . We choose z 2 Zkps and a
Aut.X z/-equivariant slice U z such that U z == Aut.X z/ D VŒz� is an étale neighborhood
of Œz� as in [41, Theorem 8.5]. Fix a generator lz D hl0; : : : ; lni.X z/ of �CM.X z/. By
the proof of [26, Theorem 2.3] or [2, Theorem 10.3], we see that lz can be extended to an
Aut.X z/-invariant section l 2 H 0

�
U z ; �

˝k
CMjUz

�Aut.Xz/, which descends to a local section

Œl� 2 H 0
�

VŒz�; ƒ
˝k
CMjVŒz�

�
. Then we define a Hermitian metric on ƒCM by

kŒl�khDP
.Œz�/ D klkhDP.z/:

Because Aut.X z/ acts trivially on the fiber of �kCM at z and the metrized Deligne pairing
is Aut.X z/-equivariant by Lemma 4.8, the Hermitian metric hDP on ƒCM is indeed

well defined. Now we claim that hDP is continuous on ƒCM. For that, let Œzi �
i!1
�! Œz�

in M be a sequence and zi ! z 2 U z \Z
kps be the lifting; we need to show that

klkhDP.zi /! klkhDP.z/. Recall that, by the change of metric Formula (17), we have
Formula (21):

klk2hDP
.zi / D klk

2ehDP
e�Ui .zi /;

where

Ui D �

nX
jD0

Z
Xzi

euzi!jzi ^ e!n�jzi

and ehDP is the Deligne metric on �CM defined using the volume form e� on K�1
X=Z�

. By
Theorem 4.5, we know that klk2ehDP

.zi /! klk
2ehDP

.z/. By the proof of Lemma 4.13, all we need
is that

(31) eu.zi / i!1�! eu.z/:
Now by our construction X jUz

! U z is a family of klt Fano varieties. So by the proof of
Proposition 3.1, (31) is a consequence of

lim
z0!z

Z
Xz0

e�Xz0
D

Z
Xz

e�Xz ; for z0 2 U z :

which will be proved in Lemma 7.1.
Finally we show that .ƒCM; hDP/ has positive curvature in the sense of Definition 2.6 in

Section 2. To apply Proposition 2.5, we first notice that M is normal. Indeed, since the defor-
mation of any smooth Fano manifold is unobstructed, the Artin stack classifying n-dimen-
sional smooth Fano manifolds is smooth. Now we consider the open substack parametrizing
K-semistable Fano manifolds and its good moduli space in the sense of [2] is hence a normal
algebraic space. Now because codim M .M nM / � 1, by the continuity of hDP and Propo-
sition 2.5, we just need to verify the positivity of the curvature of hDP over M . By Defini-
tion 2.1, we need to verify the positivity along any analytical curve. So letting � W �! M be
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any holomorphic map, we need to verify the positivity for .��ƒCM; �
�hDP/. After possibly

finite base change p1 W �! �, we can lift � to a holomorphic map: �1 W �! .Zkss/ı, such
that �1.�ı/ is contained in a component of .Zkps/ı where�ı D �nffinite pointsg. However,
by [41, 3.1], we know that after shrinking � and replacing � , we can always assume that for
every point t 2 �, �1.t/ 2 .Zkps/ı.

Let Q� D p2 ı �1 with p2 W .Zkss/ı ! M be the quotient morphism. Since p1 is gener-
ically smooth and hDP is continuous, by Theorem 2.4 we just need to verify the positivity
of . Q���CM; Q�

�hDP/. Now since X �Q�;.Zkss/ı � is a flat family Kähler-Einstein Fano mani-
folds over �, we get the positivity by the positivity of !ıWP explained in Section 4.1.1 (see
also the proof of Theorem 1.2 in the next Section).

R 5.7. – In [53], in order to prove the quasi-projectivity of the moduli space M�

of canonically polarized manifolds, Schumacher proved that there exist some compactifica-
tion M� together with a holomorphic line bundle � equipped with a singular hermitian

metric h
Q

such that .�; h
Q
/ extends .�; hQ/where � is a canonically defined determined line

bundle equipped with a positively curved Quillen metric hQ over M� (see [53, Theorem 5]).
For this, he proved an extension theorem for Hermitian line bundles whose curvature forms
extend as positive currents (see [53, Theorem II] and [54, Theorem II’]). In our Fano case, we
have constructed a distinguished compactification M that arises from K-polystable Q-Fano
varieties of the corresponding Hilbert scheme. Moreover, we showed that there is a canoni-
cally defined extension .ƒCM; hDP/ by exploiting the local GIT nature of our moduli space
and the continuity of the canonically defined Deligne metric.

R 5.8. – It may be possible to verify the continuity of hDP using directly the
Hermitian metric onK�1

X=S
by f!nt g. By [13], we know that the volume measure is continuous

under the GH convergence. So we indeed expect that the Hermitian metric f!nt g changes
continuously with respect to t so that the metric on the Deligne pairing changes continuously.
However, since the volume measure is not exactly the same as the volume form !nt , extra
arguments are needed.

6. Quasi-projectivity of M

6.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2

In this section, we verify the criterion for quasi-projectivity embedding in Theorem 6.1,
which generalizes the classical Nakai-Moishezon criterion to the normal non-complete alge-
braic spaceU with a compactificationM . Theorem 6.1 follows from [44, 10] when the under-
lying spaceM is known to be projective. We reduce the case of normal algebraic space to this
known case. We do not know whether this holds for general proper algebraic space.

T 6.1. – Let M be a normal proper algebraic space that is of finite type over C.
Let L be a line bundle on M and M ı � M an open subspace. We assume Lm � Z � 0 for any
m-dimensional irreducible subspace and the strictly inequality holds for anyZ meetsM ı. Then
for sufficiently large power k, jLkj induces a rational map which is an embedding restricting
on M ı.
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Proof. – We first show that it suffices to prove that L˝k separates any two points in M ı

for sufficiently large k. In fact, if this is true, then we can blow up the indeterminacy ideal I of
the rational map induced by jL˝kj and then take a normalization to get � WM 0 !M . Then
��.L˝k/ D L1 C E where L1 � 0 and E is base point on M 0, with the induced morphism
separate any two points on ��1.M ı/ ŠM ı. Then we know that for sufficiently large k1,

jL˝kk1 j D ��jL˝kk1 j � jL
˝k1
1 j C k1E

embeds M ı as M is normal.
Since there is always a Galois finite surjective morphism f W M1 ! M from a normal

scheme M1 (cf. [35, Lemma 2.8]), using the Norm map, one easily sees that f �L separate
any two points on f �1.M ı/ implies

Nmjf �.L˝k/j � jL˝k�degf
j

separate two points on M ı for k � 0. So we can assume M is a normal proper (possibly
non-projective) scheme.

For any point x 2 M ı, there is quasi-projective neighborhood Ux � M ı with Ux being
an open set of a projective scheme Mx . Considering the rational map Mx 99K M and
applying [52, 5.7.11] to the morphism �x ! M from its graph �x to M , we see that the
indeterminacy locus ofMx 99KM can be resolved by a sequence of blow ups. We know that
there exists a normal variety M 0 which admits morphisms p W M 0 ! M and q W M 0 ! Mx

such that q is relative projective over Mx . In particular, M 0 is projective.
Consider p�L and the open set U 0x �M

0 which is isomorphic to Ux . Then the triple
.M 0; U 0x ; p

�L/ satisfies the same assumption as .M;M ı; L/ in the theorem. Since M 0 is
projective, by our assumption, we know thatU 0x does not meet the exceptional locus E.p�L/,
which is the union of subvarieties on which p�L is not big. Then it follows from [10,
Theorem 1.3] that for sufficiently large k, p�L˝k does not have base points along U 0x . Since
M is normal, this implies L˝k does not have base points along Ux . Therefore, we know
that for sufficiently large k, jL˝kj contains no base point in M ı and does not contract any
curve onM ı. Thus after replacing k by its multiple, we know jL˝kj separate any two points
in M ı.

R 6.2. – In [55, Theorem 6], a similar quasi-projectivity criterion was given in
analytic setting.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. – As mentioned above, M is a normal algebraic space. We can
apply Theorem 6.1 to the pair .M;L/ WD .M

n
; n�ƒ˝kCM/with k being fixed in Lemma 5.6 and

M ı D M . For that, we need to show that for any irreducible subspace Y � M satisfying
Y \ M ¤ ; we have Lm � Y > 0.

To achieve that, without loss of generality, we may assume that Y is reduced. We claim
that there is a point Œz� 2 VŒz� � Y \M together with an open neighborhood VŒz�, on which
.VŒz�; !WPjVŒz�

/ is a smooth Kähler manifold, from which we deduce Lm � Y D
R
Y
!mWP > 0

(cf. Proposition 4.15 ) and hence finish our proof.
To do that, let us take a smooth point Œz0� 2 Y and

Z� � U z0
fz0
�! VŒz0� � M
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be the local quotient presentation as in Section 5.2. Let Z�
Y;Uz0

be a component of f �1z0 .VŒz0� \ Y /

which dominates .VŒz0� \ Y /. Then by our construction

fz0 jZ�
Y;Uz0

W Z�Y;Uz0
�! VŒz0� \ Y

is surjective, hence there is smooth point z 2 Z�
Y;Uz0

such that dfz0.z/ is surjective by Bertini-
Sard’s theorem. In particular, we are able to find a local slice z 2 S of equal dimension
locally isomorphic to an open neighborhood VŒz� � S of Œz� D fz0.z/ 2 VŒz� � VŒz0�. So
the slice S must be transversal to Aut.X z0/-orbits near z; this implies that the restriction of
the universal family X jS ! S is generically effective of .fz0 jS /�1.VŒz�/ by Kuranshi’s local
completeness Theorem. By Section 4.1.1, we conclude that the restriction of !WP to a dense
open subset of VŒz� is a smooth Kähler form.

6.2. Remarks on the projectivity of M

We expect that the proper moduli space M constructed in [41] is actually projective.
Indeed, the CM line bundleƒCM can very well be ample (not only nef and big). Using Nakai-
Moishezon’s criterion for proper algebraic spaces [35, Theorem 3.11], we just need to verify
the positivity of intersection numberƒdimZ

CM �Z for any subvariety Z contained in M n M .
Using the notation as before, we just need to verify that the curvature of hDP is strictly
positive over an open set of the baseZ. Here we verify that this holds ifZ parametrizes Fano
varieties with orbifold singularities.

By the above functorial construction of the moduli space M , we consider the following
set-up. Let � W X ! S be a flat family of Kähler-Einstein Q-Fano varieties such that there
is a dense open subset Sı � S with the following conditions satisfied:

1. for each t 2 Sı, the fiber X t is a smooth Kähler-Einstein Fano variety;
2. for each t 2 S n Sı, the fiber X t is a Kähler-Einstein Q-Fano variety with orbifold

singularities such that orbifold locus has complex codimension � 2.

As in Section 3, we fix an embedding X ! S � PNm by using a fixed basis fesig of locally
free OS module �� O X .�mKX / and get a (smooth) family of reference metrics e!t by pulling
back the Fubini-Study metric on PNm . Then we can write !t D e!t Cp�1@N@eu where !t is a
Kähler-Einstein metric on X t for each t 2 S . By the discussion in Section 3, we can assume
thateu is a continuous function on X so that for each t 2 Z the metric!t D e!t Cp�1@N@eu.t/
is a priori only a weak Kähler-Einstein metric on the Q-Fano variety X t (with orbifold
singularities) which is also the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of any sequence of smooth Kähler-
Einstein manifolds X tk for tk 2 Sı with tk ! t . However it is now well known that any
weak Kähler-Einstein metric on a Fano variety with orbifold singularities is automatically a
smooth orbifold Kähler-Einstein metric (see [40] and the reference therein). In other words,eu is orbifold smooth on X t for any t 2 S n Sı. Recall that we need to show that for
each subvariety Z � S n Sı that parametrizes an effective flat family of Fano varieties
(with orbifold singularities), ƒdimZ

CM � Z is strictly positive. By restricting to an open subset
of Z, we can further assume that the effective flat family of Fano orbifolds, denoted again
by � W X ! Z, is a fibration with diffeomorphic orbifold fibers, i.e., X t is diffeomorphic
to X t 0 as smooth orbifolds for any t; t 0 2 Z. In particular, the Kodaira-Spencer class
comes from H 1.X t ; T

orb
/. Here for any point x, there is an open neighborhood Ux and
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a uniformization covering …x W eUx ! Ux such that Ux D eUx=Gx for a finite group Gx .
Then T

orb
.Ux/ is defined to be T .eUx/Gx . We can assume that !t is a smooth family of

orbifold Kähler-Einstein metrics by a straight-forward generalization of the slice theorem
in [22, Section 5.3] and [57] to the orbifold setting. On the other hand, by pulling back to
local uniformization covering eUx it’s easy to see that both e! and e� in Section 3 are orbifold
smooth. From above discussion and the Equation (6), we know thateu is an orbifold smooth
function on X . Now we can do the following calculations. For simplicity, let us assume Z is
of complex dimension 1 with a local coordinate function t .

1. Using the Stokes formula for fiber integrals along orbifold smooth fibers, @N@ and
R

X=Z

can be interchanged.

p
�1

2�
@N@U D

p
�1

2�
@N@

0@� nX
jD0

Z
X=Z

eu e! C p�1
2�

@N@eu!j ^ e!n�j1A
D �

nX
jD0

Z
X=Z

p
�1

2�
@N@eu ^  e! C p�1

2�
@N@eu!j ^ e!n�j :

By the proof of Theorem 4.11, we know that locally hDP D e
�‰˛ D e�

e‰˛e�U. So using
(19) we have:

p
�1

2�
@N@‰˛ D

p
�1

2�
@N@e‰˛ C p�1

2�
@N@U

D �

Z
X=Z

e!nC1 � nX
jD0

Z
X=Z

p
�1

2�
@N@eu ^  e! C p�1

2�
@N@eu!j ^ e!n�j D � Z

X=Z

!nC1:

2. ! is orbifold smooth and locally is equal to
p
�1@N@ . We can write:

!nC1 D c. /!nt ^

p
�1

2�
dt ^ d Nt ;

where c. / essentially measures the negativity of ! in the horizontal direction. By the
same calculation as in [53, Proposition 3] (see also [5]), we see that c. / satisfies an
elliptic equation:

��t c. / � c. / D jAj
2

!t
:

Here �t is the Laplace operator associated to the orbifold Kähler-Einstein metric !t
on X t and A 2 A0;1.T

orb
X t
/ represents the Kodaira-Spencer class of the deformation,

which is obtained as follows. We choose local orbifold holomorphic coordinate fzi ; tg
on X . By the non-degeneracy of ! along the fiber X t , there is a unique horizontal
lifting V of @t satisfying:

d�.V / D @t ; !.V; @ Nzj / D 0;81 � j � n:

Then A D Ai
Nj
d Nzj ˝ @zi is given by .N@V /jX t

. For details, see [53].
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3. So we have:

�

Z
X=Z

!nC1 D �

Z
X=Z

c. /!nt ^

p
�1

2�
dt ^ d Nt

D �

Z
X=Z

.�tc. /C c. // !
n
t ^

p
�1

2�
dt ^ d Nt D

�Z
X=Z

jAj
2

!t
!nt

� p
�1

2�
dt ^ d Nt :

(32)

Since X ! Z is generically effective, we know that ŒA� 2 H 1.X t ; T
orb
/ is generically

nonzero over Z. So for generic t 2 Z, A is non-vanishing over X t and the right-hand-side
of (32) is strictly positive.

R 6.3. – It’s clear that the above argument and calculations depend on the exten-
sion process in Section 4.2 and the orbifold regularity of weak Kähler-Einstein metrics.
The extension process in turn relies on the fact that metricized line bundle .ƒCM; hDP/ is
constructed by using the formalism of Deligne pairing, which allows the fiber of the flat
family to be singular. As pointed out by the referee, if one would like to use the formalism of
Bismut-Gillet-Soulé as in [28, 53], one needs to show that the curvature of the Quillen metric
of the corresponding determinant line bundle is still given by the formula �

R
X=Z !

nC1 for
the orbifold smooth form ! on X . This should be possible via generalizing the work of
Bismut-Gillet-Soulé in [11] to the orbifold setting (see [42]).

Using this strict positivity and similar arguments as in the proof of the quasi-projectivity
of M , we get the following result:

P 6.4. – Let M
orb

be the locus parametrizing smoothable K-polystable

Fano varieties with at worst orbifold singularities. Then the normalization of M
orb

is quasi-
projective.

As a direct consequence, if we consider the case of del Pezzo surfaces, in which we know

that M D M
orb

by [59]. By applying the above strict positivity and Nakai-Moishezon’s
criterion for proper algebraic spaces ([35]), we immediately obtain:

C 6.5. – The proper moduli spaces of smoothable K-polystable del Pezzo
surfaces are projective.

As mentioned before, this was known by [47] except for del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1.

7. Appendix: A uniform convergence lemma

Let � W X ! S be a flat family of klt Fano variety, which is holomorphically embedded
into PN � S . Assume that m is chosen in such a way that �mKX=S is relatively base-point-
free. Denote by fesi ; 1 � i � Nmg the (holomophic) basis of the OS module�� O X .�mKX=S /.
For any t 2 S , denoteesi .t/ Desi jX t . We can define a volume form on X t by

e�t D  NmX
iD1

jesi .t/j2!�1=m :
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The main technical lemma is

L 7.1. – In the above setting, we have the following uniform convergence:

lim
t!0

Z
X t

e�t D Z
X0

e�0:
We make some remarks before proving this convergence. In [39] this lemma was proved

under the assumption that the generic fiber is smooth and dimS D 1. Here we generalize
the calculations there to the general situation. In [39] the simpler case of Lemma 7.1 was
proved by lifting the integrals on both sides to a log-resolution of singularities � W eX ! X

and calculating carefully under the normal crossing coordinates. There it was proved that
the limit of the left hand side of (9) as t ! 0 concentrates on the strict transform of X0

under � which coincides with the right hand side of (9). This concentration phenomenon
essentially only depends on a fundamental result in birational algebraic geometry: inversion
of adjunction, which says that, in the dimCS D 1 case, if X0 is Kawamata-log-terminal (klt),
then the pair .X ; X0/ is purely-log-terminal (plt) in a neighborhood of X0. The klt property
holds in our situation by [8, 25] because each .X t ; !t / is a Kähler-Einstein Fano variety. The
plt property is expressed in terms of a.X ; X0IE/ > �1 for any exceptional divisor E of �
which does not have center on X0. It’s well known that this lower bound of discrepancy (or
complex exponent) implies an integrability condition, which turns out to be enough for us to
apply dominant convergence theorem on the log-resolution eX to get uniform integrability
and confirm the convergence in (9).

R 7.2. – The calculation of a similar kind was first carried out in [7] and was then
sharpened in [39] (see also [12, Corollary 8.3]). Indeed, a related continuity of Ding energy
was speculated in [7] and its importance was pointed out to the first author by Berman [6].

Here we use the similar arguments to deal with the higher codimensional case. We need
to use a form of inversion of adjunction for higher codimensional klt subvariety (35)-(36).
Moreover, we need to use the existence of toroidal reduction of family X ! S proved by
Abramovich-Karu ([1]) to replace the role of log resolution in dimC S D 1 case.

Let’s start by applying the toroidal reduction constructed in [1] to obtain the following
commutative diagram:

(33) Y

�Y
##

�
// X �S T

�

��

mX
// X

�

��

T
mS // S;

such that Y and T admit toroidal structures,� andmS are birational morphisms and �Y is a
flat toroidal map. It’s clear that we just need to verify (7.1) for Y ! T , since X �S T ! T is
still a flat family of klt Fano varieties. So without loss of generality we assume T D S and
fix a point 0 2 S from now on. We will lift the calculation of integrals and limits to the space
Y ! T D S .

Assume dimT D d such that dim Y D n C d . Choose general hyperplane divisors Lk
on T and Hk its pull back on X so that X0 D

Td
kD1Hk . Since Y 0 and X0 have the same

dimension and Y 0 ! X0 has connected fibers, we know Y 0 has a component X 00 which is
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the strict transform of X0 under �. Furthermore, the components of
Td
kD1H

0
k

are normal
and yield the log canonical centers of the sub-lc pair .Y ;�KY=XC�

�.
P
Hd
kD1

//whereH 0
k

is

the strict transform of Hk , then we indeed know that
Td
kD1H

0
k

is irreducible because X0 is

a minimal log canonical center of .X ;
Pd
kD1Hk/.

We denote by fEi ; i 2 I g the vertical exceptional divisors of � on Y which are not
dominant under �Y . The following identities define multiplicities aki which are nonnegative
integers:

(34) ��Hk D �
�
YLk D H

0
k C

IX
iD1

akiEi :

Now comes the key ingredient. We write down the identity defining the discrepancies:

(35) KY=S C

dX
kD1

H 0k D �
�.KX=S C

dX
kD1

Hk/ �

IX
iD1

biEi �

JX
jD1

cjFj ;

whereEi are vertical exceptional divisors andFj are horizontal exceptional divisors. Because
X0 is klt, by inversion of adjunction, we have:

(36) bi < 1; for 1 � i � I I cj < 1; for 1 � j � J:

Combining (35) and (34) we also get:

(37) KY=S D �
�KX=S �

IX
iD1

 
bi �

dX
kD1

aki

!
Ei �

JX
jD1

cjFj :

In the following, we will denote:

ai D

dX
kD1

aki ; 1 � i � I:

As explained in [39], using the partition of unity argument, it’s enough to show the following
local convergence properties:

(38) lim
t!0

Z
Y\U.p;ı/

��.v ^ Nv/1=m D

Z
Y\U.p;ı/

�j
�

Y
.v ^ Nv/1=m;

where p is any point in Y 0, U .p; ı/ is a small neighborhood of p inside Y and v is a local
generator of O X .�mKX=S /.U .p; ı//.

We will generalize the calculations as in [39, Section 4] to verify (38). For any point
p 2 Y 0, there are 2 possibilities:

1. p 2 X 00 \
TNv
iD1Ei \

TNh
jD1 Fj ;

2. p 2
�TNv

iD1Ei \
TNh
jD1 Fj

�
n X 00.

In the above, Nv D Nv.p/ (resp. Nh D Nh.p/) is the number of vertical (resp. horizontal)
exceptional divisors passing throughp. So ifNv D 0 (resp.Nh D 0), then there are no vertical
(resp. horizontal) exceptional divisor passing through p and the corresponding intersection
does not appear.
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1. Case 1: Using the toroidal property of the map �Y , we can choose local coordinates
f.x1; : : : ; xd Iy1; : : : ; yn/g DW fx; yg which are regular functions on Y near p and
ft1; : : : ; td g near 0 2 S such that

– x.p/ D y.p/ D 0,
– locally Lk D ftk D 0g, H 0k D fxk D 0g .1 � k � d/,
Ej D fyj D 0g .1 � i � Nv/ and Fj D fyj D 0g .Nv C 1 � j � Nv CNh/.

– Since the pull back of Lk is the sum of the reduced divisor H 0
k
D 0 and other

components, by (34) the map �Y is locally given as

(39)

t1 D g1.x; y/ � x1
QNv
iD1 y

a1i
i

: : :

td D gd .x; y/ � xd
QNv
iD1 y

adi
i

wheregi .x; y/.1 � i � d/ are non vanishing holomorphic functions. For the simplicity
of notations, we will assume gi .x; y/ D 1 since it will be easy to modify the calculation
for general non vanishing gi .x; y/.

Now notice that the space Y in general has toric singularities which are good
enough for us to carry out the local calculations by locally lifting to finite covers. So
possibly by passing to finite covers, let’s consider the polydisk region:

U .p; ı/ D fjxi j � ı; jyj j � ıI 1 � i � d; 1 � j � ng:

When ti ¤ 0 .1 � i � d/, we can choose fy1; : : : ; yng as the local coordinate system
on the local fiber U t .p; ı/ D U .p; ı/ \ Y t :

(40) xi D xi .t; y1; : : : ; yn/ D
tiQNv

jD1 y
aij
j

; 1 � i � d:

So when ti ¤ 0 .1 � i � d/, U t .p; ı/ is biholomorphic to the following region in the
y-space via the projection:

(41) Vt .ı/ WD

8<:y D .y1; : : : ; yn/I jyj j � ı; 1 � j � n; NvY
jD1

jyj j
aij � jti jı

�1; 1 � i � d

9=; :
Note that fVt .ı/g is an increasing sequence of sets on the y-space with respect to the
variable t . The limit is:

lim
t!0

Vt .ı/ D fy D .y1; : : : ; yn/ 2 CnI jyj j � ı; j D 1; : : : ; ng DW V0.ı/:

Now choose a local generator v D fvtg of mKX=S near q D �.p/. We have

(42) ��
�
v1=m

�
D g.x; y/

NvY
iD1

y
ai�bi
i

NvCNhY
jDNv

y
�cj
j .dx ^ dy ˝ @t /:

Taking adjunction’s m-times, we get:

(43) KX 00
D �j

�

X 00
KX0 �

IX
iD1

biEi jX 00
�

JX
jD1

cjFj jX 00
:
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It will be useful for us to see this adjunction analytically. We will denote

Zk D
\
1�l�k

H 0l D fxl D 0g for k D 1; : : : ; d:

Then
X 00 D Zd � Zd�1 � � � � � Z1:

By (39) and (42), we get:

�j
�

Z1
.v1=m/ D g.x; y/

NvY
iD1

y
ai�bi
i

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

y
�cj
j

dt1QNv
iD1 y

a1i
i

d̂

kD2

dxk^dy ˝ @t1

d̂

kD2

@tk jZ1

D ˙ g.0; x2; : : : ; xd ; y/

NvY
iD1

y
.ai�a1i /�bi
i

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

y
�cj
j

 
d̂

kD2

dxk ˝ @tk

!
^dy:

Inductively, we indeed get the analytic formula corresponding to (43):

�jX 00
.v1=m/ D ˙ g.0; y/

NvY
iD1

y
�bi
i

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

y
�cj
j dy:

For the same reasons, the local volume form along the fiber in (42) restricted U t

becomes:

��
�
v1=m

�
jU t
D ˙ g.x.t; y/; y/

NvY
iD1

y
�bi
i

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

y
�cj
j dy:

So

��.v ^ Nv/1=m D ˙jg.x.t; y/; y/j2
NvY
iD1

jyi j
�2bi

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

jyj j
�2cj � dy ^ d Ny:

By (40), limt!0 x.t; y/ D 0. So we see that for any y 2 Vt .ı/, we have:

lim
t!0

��.v ^ Nv/1=m D ˙jg.0; y/j2
NvY
iD1

jyi j
�2bi

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

jyj j
�2cj � dy ^ d Ny

D �j
�

X 00
.v0 ^ Nv0/

1=m:

Now it’s straightforward to use the dominant convergence theorem to verify that (see
[39, (43)]):

lim
t!0

Z
U.p;ı/\eX t ��.v ^ Nv/1=m D ˙ lim

t!0

Z
Vt .ı/

jg.x.t; y/; y/j2QNv
iD1 jyi j

2bi
QNvCNh
jDNvC1

jyj j
2cj
dy ^ d Ny

D ˙

Z
V0.ı/

jg.0; y/j2QNv
iD1 jyi j

2bi
QNvCNh
jDNvC1

jyj j
2cj
dy ^ d Ny

D

Z
eX0\U.p;ı/

�j�
X 00
.v ^ Nv/1=m:

Notice that here we need to use the crucial fact from (36) that bi < 1 and cj < 1, which
follows from the inversion of adjunction.
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2. Case 2: There are subcases: The number of H 0i s containing p is equal to l for some
0 � l � d � 1. In each subcase, we can choose coordinates .x1; : : : ; xl Iy1; : : : ; ynCd�l /
denoted .x; y/ on Y and .t1; : : : ; td / denoted t on S such that the toroidal map �Y is
defined by:

t1 D x1

NvY
iD1

y
a1i
i � g1.x; y/I

:::

tl D xl

NvY
iD1

y
ali
i � gl .x; y/I

tlC1 D

NvY
iD1

y
a.lC1/i
i � glC1.x; y/I

:::

td D

NvY
iD1

y
adi
i � gd .x; y/:

(44)

Here gi .x; y/ are non vanishing holomorphic functions. As before, we only deal with
the case when gi .x; y/ � 1 since the modification to the general case will be straight-
forward. Also we will only consider the extremal case: l D 0, because it will be clear
that the other cases are mixture of Case (1) and this extremal case. So in the following
we assume the following equalities hold:

(45)

t1 D
QNv
iD1 y

a1i
i I

: : :

td D
QNv
iD1 y

adi
i :

Since the map �Y is dominant, we know that the matrix .aki / is of rank d . Consider
again the following polydisk region by passing to local toric covers:

U .p; ı/ D fjyi j � ı; 1 � i � nC dg:

We will show that the integral over U t D U \ Y t converges to 0 as t ! 0. Similar
as in [39], it will be convenient to use the logarithmic coordinates. So we denote
tk D e

ske
p
�1�k D e�k , yi D euj e

p
�1�j D ewi , and (45) becomes

(46) sk D

NvX
iD1

akiui ; 1 � k � d:

Then it is easy to see that we have

U t .p; ı/ Š Vt .ı/ � .S
1/Nv�d �

˚
jyj j � ı;Nv C 1 � j � nC d

	
;

where the first factor on the right is a bounded polytope:

Vs WD Vs.p; ı/ D

(
ui < log ı;

NvX
iD1

akiui D sk ; 1 � k � d

)
� RNv :
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For the pull-back of holomorphic form, we have the similar formula as in (42) which
follows from (37):

��.v1=m/ D g.y/

NvY
iD1

y
ai�bi
i

NvCNhY
jDNvC1

y
�cj
j .dy ˝ @t /:

To transform into logarithmic coordinates, we use:

y
ai�bi
i dyi D e

.1Cai�bi /widwi ; @tk D
@�k
tk
D

@�kQNv
jD1 y

akj
j

D
@�kQNv

jD1 e
akjwj

:

So we can get:

��.v1=m/ D ˙g.y/

 
NvY
iD1

e.1�bi /wi
Nv̂

iD1

dwi ˝ @�

!
NvCNh^
jDNvC1

y
�cj
j dyj ^ dy

0;

where dy0 D
VnCd
jDNvCNhC1

dyj . So we have:

��.v ^ Nv/1=m D jg.y/j2

 
Nv̂

iD1

e2.1�bi /uidui ˝

d̂

kD1

@sk

! 
Nv̂

iD1

d�i ˝

d̂

kD1

@�k

!

^

0@ NvCNh^
jDNvC1

jyj j
�2cj dyj ^ d Nyj

1A ^ dy0 ^ dy0:
Notice that since cj < 1, jyj j�2cj dyj ^ dyj is integrable. So we just need to estimate:

(47)
Z

Vs

Nv̂

iD1

e2.1�bi /uidui ˝

d̂

kD1

@sk :

Note that Vs is a .Nv � d/-dimensional polytope in RNv defined by linear functions.
By co-area formula, we know that

Nv̂

iD1

dui D
1

A
dvol˝

d̂

kD1

dsk :

Here we have denoted by dvol the Euclidean volume form on Vs , and
A D det .hak ; ali/

1=2, where

ak D fakig D rsk ; hak ; ali D
NvX
iD1

akiali :

So we see that the integral in (47) is equal to:

(48)
1

A

Z
Vs

NvY
iD1

e2.1�bi /uidvol:

Using bi < 1 for 1 � i � Nv, it’s now an easy exercise to verify that the integral in
(48) converges uniformly to 0 as s ! �1 (meaning sk ! �1 uniformly with respect
to k).

As mentioned before, for the general sub cases in (44), we can first use calculus of
adjunction in Case (1) l-times to kill the variables x1; : : : ; xl and reduce to the extremal
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sub case in Case (2). So we know that the contribution in all sub cases of Case (2) are
indeed 0 as t ! 0.
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